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Shape magnets, like a magnetic calendar, are a great way to advertise your business. Using custom
shaped magnets for promotional giveaways is a great way to advertise your business.

Why Choose Shape Magnets?

Most people use refrigerator magnets to organize notes, to-do lists, household bills, and more.
Simple and easy to use, magnets are one of the easiest ways to organize household papers so that
they are always at hand. Thatâ€™s not to say that magnets are limited just to the kitchen.

Most offices use magnetic board and pins to organize their tasks and schedules. Dorm rooms also
benefit from handy magnetic pinboards, helping students organize their reading lists, class
schedules, assignment rosters, etc. in one easy-to-access and immediately visible location.

Whatâ€™s more, many people also collect magnets as a hobby, or as an easy way to personalize and
decorate spaces such as kitchens, study rooms, office cubicles, and dorm rooms.

In short, magnets are highly versatile and useful organizational and decorating tools. This makes
shaped magnets one of the most effective items for a promotional giveaway. Here are some great
ideas on how you can use shaped magnets for your business promotion.

Idea #1: Choose a Magnet Shape That Calls To Mind Your Business

Shaped magnets are a fun and effective method for advertising your business. Choose a shape
magnet that reminds customers of your field of operations. For example, a refrigerator magnet
shaped like a tooth is a superb promotional giveaway for a dental clinic. Have a trucking or
transportation business? Give away magnets shaped like trucks and vans to customers and
potential clients.

Idea #2: Choose a Functional Magnet Shape

One of the rules for a putting together a really effective giveaway campaign is to choose items
customers will actually use in real life. Choosing magnets that can double as handy reference aids
or tools is an excellent way to ensure your customers will keep your magnetic business card on
hand, whether at home or at work.

For example, a handy ruler magnet makes a great giveaway. Customers can use the magnet for a
variety of home measurement needs and DIY projects. The magnetic nature of the ruler means
users donâ€™t have to worry about hunting for a ruler in a crowded desk drawer. Once they finish using
it, they can just stick it onto a convenient metallic surface.

A Magnetic calendar is another functional giveaway item. Magnetic calendars are excellent
organizational tools, both at home as well as at the workplace, and are perfect for quick checks and
updates on appointments and to-do lists.
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Renesmee - About Author:
Choose a shape magnets such as a a magnetic calendar to effectively advertise your business.
Customize your shaped magnets for great results.
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